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Regulations

Fisher trapping seasons in southern Québec are varied. The species prefers maple 
zone and has adapted to balsam fir zone. It is almost absent in spruce zone, which is 
apparent in the yield. The fisher is not well adapted to moving in deep snow, which 
limits its range in the north. The yield appears to be broadly stable in southern Québec, 
except for some sectors. On the other hand, an increase in the yield has been observed 
in northwestern Québec, a sign of the species’ expansion in the regions. It is suspected 
that climate change may be a contributing factor.

Change in yield (number of fishers per 100 km²) 
over the past four years

Harvest

Three major periods have been observed in the fisher harvest in Québec. Before the 
mid-1940s, prices were very high but the species was rare. Prices subsequently 
plummeted drastically around 1950, then rose again for roughly 10 years in the 1980s, 
only to collapse again. Despite the drop in price, the fisher harvest, which was fairly 
stable in the past, has tripled since the early 1990s, confirming the species’ expansion 
in number and distribution in Québec.

Yield



Over the past decade, the harvest has begun to decline in maple zone, 
where most of the harvest occurs, possibly because of heavy pressure 
by trapping on the species, while it seems to be stable in balsam fir 
zone, where the fisher is rarer. While the harvest appears to be stable 
in the structured network (traplines), the harvest in unstructured and 
mixed FAMUs is declining. Since most of the area of the beaver reserves 
is located in spruce zone, it is normal for only a tiny proportion of fisher 
captures to occur in this type of territory.

There has been no correlation between the harvest and the selling 
price of furs the preceding year for the species over the past 25 years.

Trapper’s notebooks
The information that trappers have submitted confirms the observation 
of reduced abundance of fishers in maple zone, and a certain stability in 
balsam fir zone. The abundance of fishers does not appear to respond 
to fluctuations in snowshoe hare populations. Hares are regarded as 
the fisher’s preferred prey.

Success is a sound indicator of the state of wildlife populations since it 
takes into account the efforts made by trappers. A downturn has been 
noted in the two forest zones where the species is present. In the case 
of the fisher, we are aware that some bias remains in trapping success 
since the effort reported in the notebooks could be inaccurate because 
of accidental captures (fishers captured in a trap intended for another 
species) and trapping gear used for several species simultaneously 
(American marten-fisher or raccoon-fisher). 

The male/female ratio in the harvest is relatively stable. The ratio value 
suggests that the average harvest rate in Québec is roughly 10%-20% 
of the fall pre-trapping population, while the safe harvest threshold 
appears to be a maximum of 25%.* 

Summary and conclusion

Fisher populations appear to be expanding northward, which is increasing 
yields in the regions, although the species is still fairly rare. However, 
several indicators point to a decrease (harvest, success, trend index), 
especially in maple zone. We must, therefore, remain vigilant since the 
clientele values the species and we know that it is possibly sensitive 
to overexploitation. 
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